Prizes and Award Winners

1) ESTS - Brompton Prize – 2.000 EUR
Dr. Nuria Novoa (Salamanca/ES)
Paper No.: 004
VALUE OF THE AVERAGE BASAL DAILY WALKED DISTANCE MEASURED USING A PEDOMETER TO PREDICT VO2MAX IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING LUNG RESECTION

2) ESTS - Young Investigators Award – 2.000 EUR
Dr. Caroline Rivera (Paris/FR)
Paper No.: 021
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF LUNG CANCER IN THE OCTOGENARIANS: RESULTS OF A NATIONAL-WIDE AUDIT

3) ESTS - Grillo Prize – 1.000 EUR
Dr. Nikolaos Tsirikos-Karapanos (Rochester, MN/US)
Paper No.: 039
DOES LUNG ISCHEMIA AND REPERFUSION HAVE AN IMPACT ON CORONARY FLOW? A QUANTITATIVE CORONARY BLOOD-FLOW ANALYSIS WITH INFLAMMATORY

4) ESTS - Greek Pioneers Prize - 500 EUR
Dr. Guiseppe Marulli (Papua/IT)
Paper No.: 184
SAFETY AND LONG TERM EFFICACY OF LEFT THORACOSCOPIC ROBOTENHANCED THYMECTOMY IN PATIENTS WITH MYASTHENIA GRAVIS CYTOKINE PROFILE

5) ESTS - Covidien Prize - VATS Masterclass Elancourt
Dr. Federico Raveglia (Milano/IT)
Paper No.: 010
SINGLE CASE OF MULTIPLE RIGHT PULMONARY NODULES. ADVANCED CANCER OR RESECTABLE EARLY STAGE TUMOR?

6) ESTS - Dutch Society for Lung Surgery Travel Grant – 1.000 EUR
Dr. Ilker Iskender (Sirnak/ TR)
Paper No.: 145
IS THERE ANY MAXIMUM STANDARDIZED UPTAKE VALUE DIFFERENCE AMONG PET/CT SCANNERS FOR MEDIASTINAL STAGING IN NSCLC PATIENTS?

7) 2nd ESTS - ACECP Travelling Fellowship Award - 10.000 EUR
Dr. Tevik Kaplan (Hatay/ TR)